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   Nursery Home Learning 

Learning Log: Pack 10 
Support for Home Learning can be found at N.class@arkbentworthprimary.org 

Learning can be accessed through your child’s account on the following: 
DB Primary https://arkbentworth-lbhf.secure-dbprimary.com/ 

However, we recommend that this is in addition to the times below. 
Please do not feel pressured to finish all the material in one week. However, we will continue to 
give out new packs each week to ensure full coverage of the curriculum. 

Reading 

Our book of the week is called Lost and Found If you log onto the DBPrimary 
website and click onto the blog your child can listen to me reading the story. Or 
you can look on You Tube and type in the story book Lost and Found and then 
click onto Lost and Found by Oliver Jeffers. To help recall the story there are 
some pictures for you to cut out and sequence them into the correct order of the 
story. 
There is a sheet called rhyming words. Your child has to draw a line to match 
the rhyming words together. 

Writing 

In your packs this week we are recapping over the letters that we have already 
done.  The letters are m, a, s, d, t. Please help your child sound out the letters, 
practise writing the letters and on the sheets there are activities to go with the 
individual letters e.g writing the first letter to the word.  
There are some sheets called water to help your child with their fine motor 
control. 
The next sheet is to draw a penguin or a family of penguins and to think about 
what the penguins are doing. 
There is a flag name writing sheet where your child can write their own name 
on the flag and cut it out and keep it, or just decorate it. 
When the boy went down to the harbour there was a lighthouse. So on the next 
sheet encourage your child to draw a lighthouse on the rocks. 
In the story the penguin was feeling very sad. So there is a sheet for your child 
to draw different emotion faces. 

Maths 

In the pack there are groups of penguins for your child to count. 
There are also some penguins in a boat for your child to count. Please 
encourage your child to count slowly and touch each penguin while counting. 
There are some penguins in the pack that need the numbers cut out, stick onto 
the penguins and then put into the correct number order. 
There is a sheet with houses on that need windows drawn on. But your child 
needs to see how many windows they need to draw on first. 
The next sheet has some doors. What numbers can you write on the front 
doors? 
One sheet is a sea scene with animals, boats and lighthouses. Your child has to 
count the different animals, boats and lighthouses in the picture and see how 
many of each. 
Because the boy talked to the birds there is a sheet with birds in the tree. Your 
child has to count the birds and write down how many they can see. 
In the pack there is sheet to draw a big boat and a little boat. Please reinforce 
the size big and little. 
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Our number of the week is 7. So please help your child write the number and 
recognise the number while also recalling the previous week’s number 1 – 6. 
With number 7 this week there is a page for your child to have some fun and 
do some cotton wool printing. Draw a big number 7 on a piece of paper and 
then let your child do some cotton wool printing on top of it. 

The wider 
Curriculum 

This week your task is to make some binoculars using materials from around 
your house to see what you can see. 
In the pack there is a penguin for your child to cut out and create and have 
some fun. 
There is a sheet with a penguin on and your child needs to draw their own 
house for the penguin. 
Thinking about the penguin knocking on the boy’s door your child can think 
about what animal they would like knocking on their own door and draw the 
animal. 
Because the South Pole is a very cold place there are some hats and scarves for 
your child to colour in only using 2 colours on each object to make a repeating 
pattern. 

Extra 
Activities 

The words to the song I Hear Thunder is in your pack to help teach your child 
or to sing along with your child. Go to You Tube and type in I Hear 
Thunder. Then click onto I Hear Thunder Nursery Rhyme Song Baby Rhymes 
Songs for Children and Preschoolers Junior Squad you can hear the music to 
help you. 
There is also a rainy weather sheet to go with the song for your child to colour 
in. 
In the pack there is a recipe for lovely Mini Fruit Cakes Please be careful of 
allergies and don’t let your child touch the hot oven or any sharp knives. 
Because the penguin is black and white have a fun black day and look around 
your house for black objects. 

Websites Please continue to put all your child’s great work on EEXAT. Thank you to all 
the parents that have already kindly uploaded their child’s work. It is so great 
for me to see. Thank you for all your hard work in helping your child with their 
packs and continued learning 

Many thanks for your continued support, 

Nursery  Teacher

Miss Sheppard 



Cut out these pictures and put them in the correct order of the 
story. 













 Rhyming words 

Draw a line to join the rhyming words 
together. 

cat box 

fox mouse 

house   mat 



Name:



All these words start with the same letter. 

Write the first letter to the word. m m  m 

_ ouse  _ onkey 
_ oon      _ oney 

_ irror 



All these words start with the same letter. 

Write the first letter to the word. a a a 
 

 

 

 

   

 _ pple 
_ mbulance         _ nt       
 

                     _ lien                             _ lligator 



All these words start with the same letter. 

Write the first letter to the word. S S S

_ tar  _ un  _ carf 

_ ausages _ poon 



All these words start with the same letter. 

Write the first letter to the word. d d d 

     _ onkey 
 _ uck  _ oughnut 
                                                         
_ inosaur              _ og        _ oll 



All these words start with the same letter. 

Write the first letter to the word. t t t 

_ urtle  _ iger  _ able 

_ eddy  _ elephone  _ eeth 



Water



Water



Water



Water



Draw your own penguin.  

What is your penguin doing? 



 Write your own name onto the flag and then decorate it.



                      Draw a lighthouse on the rocks.  

 

 



Draw a happy face. Draw a sad face.

Draw a worried face. Draw an angry face. 



How many penguins can you see?  

 

  



Cut and Stic� Number Ordering (1-10) 

Cut out the penguin tummies below. Stick them in the correct order above .





How many penguins in the boat can you see?



Draw the windows onto the houses. 

Draw 1 window on the house.   Draw 4 windows on the house. 

Draw 3 windows on the house.   Draw 2 windows on the house. 



What number can you write on the front doors?

1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10 



How many boats can you see?           How many fishes can you see? 
 

How many lighthouses can you see?   



How many birds can you see in the trees? Count the birds and 
see? Which tree has the most birds? 



       Draw a big boat and draw a little boat on the water. 



All About Number 7 
Number Formation Activity 

7 7 7 7 7 7 7
7
7

How many fingers are 
being shown?

How many counters are in the 
ten-frame?

How many rabbits can you see? How many balls are there?

visit twinkl.com



Cotton Wool Printing. 

Our number of the week is number 7. 

On a piece of paper write number 7 and 
then let your child do some cotton wool 
printing on the number. 

7  
 



Shape Penguin









Shape Penguin
Can you use the shapes to make your own penguin picture?





Make some Binoculars 

Make some binoculars to see what you can 
see. 

 
 

Only use materials from around your 
house to create your own binoculars. 



Draw your own house for the penguin.



Draw an animal that you would like knocking on your door. 



The South Pole is a very cold place. Colour in the scarves and 
hats making a repeating pattern using 2 colours only.  



I Hear Thunder 
I hear thunder! 

               I hear thunder! 
Hark don't you, 
hark don't you? 

Pitter, patter raindrops, 
Pitter patter raindrops, 

I'm wet through 
and so are you! 

 
 

 





Mini fruit cakes 

Ingredients 
100g self-raising flour 

100g caster sugar 

100g butter or soft baking spread 

2 eggs 

50g dried fruit, e.g. sultanas 

Equipment 
Weighing scales, mixing bowl, sieve, 12 cake cases, patty tin, wooden spoon, 2 
metal spoons, cooling rack. 

Method 
1. Preheat the oven to 200oC or gas mark 6.

2. Place the cake cases in the patty tin.

3. Sift the flour into the mixing bowl and then add all the other ingredients.

4. Mix everything together until light and fluffy.

5. Stir in the dried fruit.

6. Divide the mixture equally between the cake cases using 2 spoons.

7. Bake for 15-20 minutes, until golden.

8. Allow to cool on a cooling rack.

Top tips: 

• Use different types of dried or fresh fruit, e.g. dried apricots, fresh banana.
• Try adding a little spice, such as cinnamon or ginger.



Have a Black Colour day. 

 In the story a boy found a penguin at 
his door. So have a black day and 
look around your house for black 
objects. 
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